The following athletes have been reviewed and approved to receive 2018 Direct Athlete Support (DAS) funding for Period 1 and Elite Athlete Health Insurance (EAHI) for Period 1 from the USOC:

Dariush Aghai
Erin Boxberger
Molly Bruggeman
Kendall Chase
Michael Colella
Ben Delaney
Gia Doonan
Sarah Dougherty
Patrick Eble
Tracy Eisser
Amanda Elmore
Katelin Guregian
Emily Huelskamp
Mary Jones
Megan Kalmoe
Alexander Karwoski
Kara Kohler
Grace Latz
Maureen McAuliffe
Nicholas Mead
Bobby Moffitt
Felice Mueller

Kristine O’Brien
Meghan O’Leary
Vicky Opitz
Thomas Peszek
Kelly Pierce
Andrew Reed
Erin Reelick
Emily Regan
Alexander Richards
Yohann Rigogne
Ben Ruble
Lauren Schmetterling
Emily Schmieg
Corrine Schoeller
Michelle Sechser
Elizabeth Sonshine
Ellen Tomek
Jordan Vanderstoep
Julian Venonsky
Sophia Vitas
Anders Weiss
Meghan Wheeler